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Dramatic story-worlds
• Virtual environments inhabited by synthetic characters.
• Users participate actively in the creation of narratives.
• Require software agents with emotional competences to exhibit autonomy andpersonality.
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Capturing the temporal and embodied properties of emotional mechanismsby computational modelling based oncommunicating concurrent processes and the competition for limited resources

Limitations in earlier work
Experience gained in previous projects revealed commonshortcomings of affective architectures:
• Symbolic sensing and acting

The exchange of pre-structuredsymbolic information does notmatch the intricate relationbetween perception and appraisalin real life.
• Reified emotions

A small set of distinct emotiontypes is often used as amechanism rather than as ameans of post-hoc analysis orreflection.
• Rigid behaviour structures

Classic planners are based onactivity sequences with relativelycoarse granularity, while emotional adaptivity also affects finer details.

Objectives
• Model sensing and acting over time

Emotional phenomena areinherently temporal. A suitablemechanism for sensorimotorinteraction needs to account forthis dynamicity.
• Provide a rich embodiment forvirtual worlds

Consider boundedness,tractability, virtual physicality,and limited control as part of thesimulation requirements.
• Cover multimodal interaction

To approach the breadth ofhuman activity, differentmodalities should be considered:
→ Seeing, Hearing, Smelling, and basic physical movement and manipulation
Simplifications:e.g., vision as false colourrendering, smell usingspheres of influence.

• Consider humanperformance
Interaction with a humanin real-time constrains theallowed pace of the model:timely interaction is neithertoo slow nor too fast.

• Provide a social setting
Interaction between two(or more) agents and ahuman user assures asuitable setting for thesocial aspects of emotion.

• Clarify the significanceof situational meaning structures
These hypothetical constructs (aka appraisal frames) aggregate information ofindividual appraisal checks. In process-based models it is unclear, how, when,and whether to perform such integration.

• Parsimonity
Caveat: a parsimonious model may be more readily understandable but at therisk of not matching the inherent complexity of emotional phenomena.

Proposed method
Resources and concurrent processes as buildingblocks for modelling an affective agent:
• A process models one strand of activity. It is eitherrunning (i.e. allocated a processing time resource),or dormant.

It can communicate with other concurrentprocesses, request control of resources, wait for anotification of changes in other processes, start orstop other processes.
• Resources are an abstraction of the limited controlan agent has over the part of theworld that constitutes it.

Types (so far): processing time,communication channels, andinteractors (sensors andactuators).
Explicit time management:
• Needed to ensure thatinteraction between subsystems(virtual environment andprocesses in agent models) isscheduled in a fair andpredictable fashion onconventional hardware.
Structuring principles for theimplementation:
• Typology of processes

Concerns, activities,behaviours, tasks, regulationprocesses, and actiontendencies.
• Principal domains ofresources

Correspond to the fiveprincipal organismicsubsystems involved in emotion:cognition, physiological regulation, motivation, motor expression, monitoring.
Incremental approach:
• Focus on one specificemotional phenomenon at atime, e.g. a disgust episode.
• Avoid introducingunwarranted postulates,e.g., a priori personalityparameters, a globalplanning process.
• Necessary shortcutsshould be made explicit,e.g., encapsulate out-of-reach functionality asresources to be refined.

Evaluation plan
Different disciplines suggest different evaluation criteria:
• Human-Computer Interaction: Usability
• Psychology: Controlled laboratory experiments
• Computer science: Feasibility and performance measures
Planned evaluation criteria:
• Simple performance measures,defined for a specific targetphenomenon: e.g., higher levelinteraction scripts to be matchedagainst traces of actual runs of thesystem.

Disgust script

- chi ld approaches dog poop

- mother looks at chi ld

- mother looks at dog poop

- mother expresses disgust facial ly

- mother retreats

- mother approaches chi ld

- mother's expression intensifies
. . .
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